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Convenient Locations Nationwide for Fingerprinting and Other Identity-Related Products and
Services
IdentoGO Centers, formerly L-1 Enrollment Services, provide a wide range of identity-related services in safe,
professional and convenient locations. Our primary service is the secure capture and transmission of electronic
fingerprints for employment, certification, licensing and other verification purposes. Additional services, such as I-9
Employment Eligibility Verification, passport photos and notary services are available at participating locations today,
and new identity-related products and services are being developed for the future.
IdentoGO Centers are owned or managed by MorphoTrust USA, the U.S. leader in identity solutions. Since 1992, we
have offered our customers the ability to quickly, conveniently and securely meet their fingerprint requirements. And,
for state and federal agencies, we offer the opportunity to outsource certain services and operations using our
nationwide network with confidence. We are an authorized service provider for the Federal Government, including
TSA programs such as Universal Enrollment Services (UES) and HazPrint, and we are one of just a few companies
approved for FBI Channeling.
Over the last 20 years, we have built a true nationwide network – with offices in each state serving over 2.5 million
individuals annually. With that number quickly growing, we set out to develop the first consumer-based identity
services brand – IdentoGO. As the demand for our services continues to increase, IdentoGO Centers will be there to
certify trusted professionals or qualify applicants for industries where the safety of at-risk populations is critical.
Our goal is to help America secure its workplaces from criminal activity that impacts our children in schools, our
elderly in care facilities and our security, financial and real estate professionals and their customers. We do this work
with trusted coordination between the FBI and federal and state agencies.

Solutions
Convenient Locations Nationwide for Fingerprinting and Other Identity-Related Products and
Services
IdentoGO Centers provide safe, professional and convenient locations for electronic fingerprinting and a growing
number of other identity-related products and services. Here are just a few of the benefits you get when choosing to
do business with an IdentoGO Center:


Security – To safeguard your information, our employees undergo comprehensive background checks
and extensive initial and recurring security training to provide you with the utmost level of security.

Speed – Our enrollment agents are all highly trained to ensure your paperwork is in order and fingerprints
are captured quickly so that we can get you on your way. All IdentoGO Centers are equipped with Live Scan
systems to ensure quality fingerprints. Results are returned in a matter of days versus weeks.


Accuracy – IdentoGO Centers benefit from the latest technologies developed by MorphoTrust for speed
and precision. Our staff is measured on their accuracy to ensure maximum efficiency and convenience.



Convenience – Convenience starts with online appointment-setting where you select the date, time and
location that best suits your schedule. We offer a number of locations to choose from, with new centers
being added all the time.



Professionalism – Our staff receives ongoing training to manage the entire process with professionalism
from the moment you walk through the door.

